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Damage Characteristics Caused by Deep-Hole Blasting near Normal Fault and Its Effects on Coal and Gas Outbursts
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To understand the stability of coal and rock in areas of normal faults disturbed by the dynamic loads of blasting, the damage characteristics of coal and rock within a normal fault are investigated using similarity simulation tests. The mechanism for coal and gas outbursts within a normal fault is analyzed theoretically, and the results indicate that the maximum tensile stress in the vertical direction of the blasting hole in the normal-fault model is 1.17 times that in the no-fault model. The propagation of cracks near the blasting hole produces crushing circles, and more cracks are produced in the normal-fault model, causing severe damage to the coal seam and floor rock adjacent to the upper wall of the normal fault. Meanwhile, coal on the surface of the coal seam falls off. The cracks extend to the roof rock through the footwall of the normal fault. Cracks in the adjacent strata and coal seam interpenetrate those around the blasting hole, which is a potentially dangerous area for coal and gas outbursts. The cumulative damage caused by blasting vibrations increases the extent and scope of the damage to coal and rock, and broken coal and rock provide weak surfaces and gas flow channels that can lead to dynamic gas disasters. The research results will provide a theoretical basis for gas dynamic disasters induced by blasting disturbance in normal fault structures. Based on cases of coal and gas outbursts in the Didaoshenghe Coal Mine in Heilongjiang Province, China, an important reason for such incidents is considered to be the blasting areas of normal faults being disturbed by air-powered coal drilling.

1. Introduction

A coal and gas outburst is a complicated dynamic disaster [1]. Generally, an outburst lasts for only a matter of seconds from initiation to termination [2, 3], but during that time, anything from hundreds to tens of thousands of tons of coal are ejected from the coal wall onto adjacent roadways, with large amounts of gas also discharged [4–6]. Outbursts occur mainly in local areas of mined coal seams and generally near geological structural zones [7–10]. Comparing the frequency and proportion of gas outbursts between the normal fault and the upper wall of the fault, it is found that the gas outburst controlled by the fault occurs mainly on the upper wall of the normal fault and is located mainly within 20 m of the fault plane. The outburst strength of the upper wall is also much greater than that of the footwall [11]. Deep-hole blasting technology is being used increasingly in coal mines [12]. In recent years, coal and gas outburst disasters caused by blasting operations have occurred from time to time in geological structure areas [13]. Many scholars have studied the damage and physical state changes of coal and rock mass under different conditions [14–16]. Some scholars use electromagnetic radiation, the microseismic, and other means to study the failure characteristics of coal and rock masses [17–19]. The effects of blasting on the stability of coal and rock within a structural area have not been investigated previously [20, 21]. To date, no in-depth study has been performed on the damage and failure characteristics of coal within structural areas under explosion load [22, 23]. The aim of the present study is to investigate the damage
characteristics of coal and rock under the action of a dynamic blasting load within a normal fault and their influence on dynamic outburst disasters by combining similarity experiments, numerical simulations, and theoretical analyses.

2. Simulation Experiment of Blasting in Normal Fault

2.1. Simulated Experimental Device. The model followed the Froude proportional method and was created in the laboratory [23].

\[ K_p \in (1.24, 1.6), \quad K_s \in (0.15, 0.4), \quad \text{and} \quad K_l = K_p/K_s = (0.15/1.6, 0.4/1.24) = (0.09, 0.32). \]

The sample used in this experiment was tectonic soft coal. According to the value range of the stress ratio, \( K_s \) is 0.4 and \( K_p \) is 1.6. Thus, \( K_l = K_p/K_s = 0.25 \).

The interior dimensions of the box housing the experimental device were 30 cm \( \times \) 30 cm \( \times \) 30 cm. The front and back sides of the box were made of detachable steel plates sealed by high-strength silicone pads and bolts. The connection between the loading device and the main box body was sealed with a sealing ring, and the box body was inflated via a high-pressure gas cylinder, which made the conditions of the model test more consistent with those in the field. The main parts of the loading device were three hydraulic jacks, three pressure-transmission steel plates, and one pressure-transmission device, as shown in Figure 1.

2.2. Stress Monitoring System. An AFT-0957-8 superdynamic strain data acquisition system was used to collect the strain data of the strain bricks in three different directions during the blasting process in real time. The experimental data monitoring system and strain bricks are shown in Figure 2.

For the plane stress model, according to the strain value, the stress value of the corresponding measuring point can be calculated as

\[ \sigma = \frac{E \varepsilon_1}{2(1-\mu)} + \frac{E \varepsilon_3}{2(1+\mu)} \sqrt{\left(\varepsilon_1 - \varepsilon_3\right)^2 + \left(2\varepsilon_2 - \varepsilon_1 - \varepsilon_3\right)^2}, \]

where \( \sigma \) is the stress, \( \varepsilon_1 \) is the horizontal strain, \( \varepsilon_2 \) is the strain at 45°, \( \varepsilon_3 \) is the vertical strain, and \( E \) (GPa) is the elastic modulus.

2.3. Preparation of Experimental Cartridge. The experimental cartridge was made from a PVC tube with a diameter of 16 mm and a thickness of 1 mm. A second-level permissible water gel explosive used in coal mines was inserted into the cartridge for the experiment, and a special detonating fuse equal to the length of the PVC tube was placed in the cartridge tube. A detonator was used to detonate the explosive, as shown in Figure 3. After the cartridge was made, antistatic paint was smeared on the outer wall of the PVC tube.

2.4. Construction of Experimental Model

2.4.1. Design. As shown in Figure 4, the rock layer contains a blasting hole 15 cm from the left edge of the model and 10 cm from the bottom surface, and the thickness of the coal layer is 4 cm. A test model with no normal fault was also designed as a control.

As shown in Figure 5, stress measuring points 3 and 4 are directly above the blasting hole at distances of 3 cm and 5 cm, respectively; in the horizontal direction, stress measuring points 1 and 2 are 3 cm and 5 cm, respectively, from the blasting hole. The superdynamic strain data acquisition instrument was used to record the strain data of the blasting in real time, and the stresses at the corresponding measuring points were calculated from the strain values.

2.4.2. Process for Making Experimental Model. The experimental prototype was working face 14136 of the sixth coal seam of the Zhangji mine in the Huainan mining area. This working face contains 14 faults, five of which have a drop of greater than 3 m and nine of which have a drop of less than 3 m. The original mechanical parameters of the coal and rock are given in Table 1 (original mechanical parameters of coal and rock) [24]. The material ratio parameters of the experimental model are given in Table 2 (material ratio parameters) [24–26], and the hardness of the fault plane is less than that of the normal rock layer.

The test model was formed in a prefabricated wooden box, and the fault plane was preplaced using cardboard. The strain bricks and the blasting hole were embedded at the corresponding positions according to the design of the model, as shown in Figure 6(a). The test model was maintained at room temperature for one month and then unpacked after air drying, as shown in Figures 6(b) and 6(c). For the test, the model was loaded into the blasting simulation test device, and a blasting cartridge was placed in the blasting hole and then sealed, as shown in Figure 6(d).

The completed test system is shown in Figure 7 [26, 27]. Finally, the sealed test device was filled with CO\(_2\), and the detonator and exploder were connected for the blasting simulation test.

2.5. Analysis of Experimental Results. The growth of cracks in the experimental models after blasting is shown in Figure 8. In both models, all the blasting cracks extend along the blast hole.
Figure 2: Experimental data monitoring system and strain bricks: (a) test data monitoring system; (b) strain bricks.

Figure 3: Experimental cartridge: (a) detonator; (b) blasting cartridge.

Figure 4: Experimental blasting test model.

Figure 5: Layout of stress measuring points used in blasting test: (a) model with no normal fault; (b) model with normal fault.
The model with no normal fault is shown in Figure 8(a). When the blasting stress wave propagates from the rock to the coal seam, many blasting cracks appear in the rock between the blast hole and the underside of the coal seam; this phenomenon can be explained by the theory that the explosive stress wave destroys the medium. The model with a normal fault is shown in Figure 8(b). The cracks around the blast hole develop asymmetrically. The coal-rock interface and the coal seam are seriously damaged, and the upper wall and footwall coal seams are peeled off. The internal damage of the coal body is serious. The cracks extend to the upper wall of the fault, and the blasting stress wave continues to propagate through the coal seam at the footwall of the fault. After passing through the coal seam and encountering the roof rock, the damage of the roof rock is intensified, and the cracks extend into the roof rock.

By comparison, it can be seen that the normal fault structure and the fault plane are affected greatly by the dynamic blasting disturbance, and the coal and rock layers near the upper wall of the blast hole are disturbed most strongly by the blasting stress. Because of the repeated accumulation of blast vibrations and the presence of the normal fault structure, the destruction of the rock and coal seam near the upper-wall coal seam of the fault has been accelerated, and the coal and rock in the area of the normal fault structure have been weakened.

From the strain values monitored by the embedded strain bricks, the stresses at the corresponding measuring points can be calculated. The stress curves for the measuring points are displayed in Figures 9 and 10. Positive values represent compressive stress produced by compressive stress

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Original mechanical parameters of coal and rock [24].</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rock type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mudstone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coal seam</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2: Material ratio parameters [24].</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rock type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coal seam</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The model with no normal fault is shown in Figure 8(a). When the blasting stress wave propagates from the rock to the coal seam, many blasting cracks appear in the rock between the blast hole and the underside of the coal seam; this phenomenon can be explained by the theory that the explosive stress wave destroys the medium. The model with a normal fault is shown in Figure 8(b). The cracks around the blast hole develop asymmetrically. The coal-rock interface and the coal seam are seriously damaged, and the upper wall and footwall coal seams are peeled off. The internal damage of the coal body is serious. The cracks extend to the upper wall of the fault, and the blasting stress wave continues to propagate through the coal seam at the footwall of the fault. After passing through the coal seam and encountering the roof rock, the damage of the roof rock is intensified, and the cracks extend into the roof rock.

By comparison, it can be seen that the normal fault structure and the fault plane are affected greatly by the dynamic blasting disturbance, and the coal and rock layers near the upper wall of the blast hole are disturbed most strongly by the blasting stress. Because of the repeated accumulation of blast vibrations and the presence of the normal fault structure, the destruction of the rock and coal seam near the upper-wall coal seam of the fault has been accelerated, and the coal and rock in the area of the normal fault structure have been weakened.

From the strain values monitored by the embedded strain bricks, the stresses at the corresponding measuring points can be calculated. The stress curves for the measuring points are displayed in Figures 9 and 10. Positive values represent compressive stress produced by compressive stress.
waves, and negative values represent tensile stress produced by tensile stress waves.

In Figure 9, the trend for the stress at measuring point 1 is similar to that at measuring point 2. They both reach the peak of compressive stress and then the peak of tensile stress. The maximum tensile and compressive stress peaks are not much different. The acting time of stress at measuring points 3 and 4 is longer than that at measuring points 1 and 2, and the maximum tensile stress is greater than the maximum compressive stress. Taking measuring point 4 as an example, the maximum tensile stress is 28.6 MPa, the maximum compressive stress is 20.1 MPa, and the maximum tensile stress is
1.42 times the maximum compressive stress. The maximum tensile stress at measuring point 4 is 1.19 times that at measuring point 1 and 1.35 times that at measuring point 2.

The data in Figure 10 show that the stresses recorded at measuring points 1 and 2 have similar trends. They both reach the maximum compressive and tensile stresses successively and then tend to reduce gradually to zero over time. The stress curves at measuring points 3 and 4 show multiple stress peaks after reaching the maximum compressive and tensile stresses. As time goes by, the peaks gradually become smaller. Because of the presence of the upper-wall and footwall coal seams of the normal fault, the blasting stress wave is reflected at the coal-rock interface to form a tensile stress wave, and a stress concentration forms at measuring point 3. So, at 25.2 μs, there is a larger stress peak at measuring point 3, which reaches 20.5 MPa.

Comparing Figures 10(a) and 10(b) shows that the maximum stresses at measuring points 3 and 4 are obviously larger than those at measuring points 1 and 2. Because of the presence of the normal fault, the blasting stress wave is reflected and transmitted at the coal-rock interface, and a reflected tensile stress wave and transmitted compressive stress wave appear, resulting in blasting stress concentration. The maximum tensile stress at measuring point 4 is 33.5 MPa, which is 1.39 times that at measuring point 1 and 1.65 times that at measuring point 2. The maximum tensile stress at measuring point 3 is 29.1 MPa, which is 1.21 times that at measuring point 1 and 1.43 times that at measuring point 2.

Comparing the stress changes of the two experimental models shows that the maximum tensile stress in the vertical direction of the blast hole in the normal-fault model is 1.17 times that in the model with no normal fault. The change of the stress curve in the vertical direction of the blast hole in the normal-fault model is obviously more complicated, and the action time is longer. Because of the presence of the normal fault, the stress at measuring point 3 suddenly reaches high tensile stress during the stress decay process. The stress wave produces multiple transmissions and reflections in the normal-fault structural area, which cause serious damage to the coal-rock interface.

3. Numerical Simulation of Blasting in Normal Fault

According to the relevant parameters of the experimental model, the ANSYS/LS-DYNA numerical simulation software was used to establish a numerical model to explore further the stress states with and without a normal fault under blasting loads.

3.1. Construction of Numerical Model. Numerical simulation analyzes the finite-field problem. To eliminate the effects of boundary reflections on the explosion stress wave, the numerical model was given nonreflective boundaries. The established numerical model is shown in Figure 11 and involves coal, rock, and blasting gas, thereby giving rise to a typical fluid-solid coupling problem. LS-DYNA uses a simplified arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian algorithm that combines the Lagrangian and Eulerian methods to analyze the fluid-solid coupling problem of blasting in coal and rock.

The coal and rock mechanical parameters used in the numerical simulation are the same as those used in the similarity simulation experiment. The original mechanical parameters of the numerically simulated materials are shown in Table 1. The Jones-Wilkins-Lee equation of state is used to describe the pressure and volume of the detonation products [28], i.e.,

\[ P = A \left(1 - \frac{\omega}{R_1 V}\right) e^{-R_1 V} + B \left(1 - \frac{\omega}{R_2 V}\right) + \frac{\omega E_0}{V}, \]

where \( P \) (MPa) is the pressure of the detonation products, \( A \) and \( B \) (GPa) are explosive parameters, \( R_1, R_2 \), and \( \omega \) (dimensionless) are explosive parameters, \( E_0 \) (MJ) is the internal energy generated by the detonation products, and \( V \) (m³) is the relative volume of the detonation products.
The density of the explosive material is 950 kg/m$^3$, and its detonation velocity is 2800 m/s. The parameter settings of the explosive used in the numerical calculations are given in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\rho$ (kg/m$^3$)</th>
<th>$D$ (m/s)</th>
<th>$A$ (GPa)</th>
<th>$B$</th>
<th>$R_1$</th>
<th>$R_2$</th>
<th>$\omega$</th>
<th>$E_0$ (GPa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>950</td>
<td>2800</td>
<td>347</td>
<td>7.33</td>
<td>4.15</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2. Analytical Results. Stress cloud diagrams of the no-fault numerical model at different times are shown in Figure 12. These simulations show that at $t = 5 \mu$s, a uniform stress nephogram appears around the blasting hole. At $t = 15 \mu$s, the blasting stress wave propagates into the coal seam. At $t = 25 \mu$s, the blasting stress wave is transmitted and reflected upon reaching the coal-rock interface. An obvious stress concentration appears directly below the line connecting the coal seam and the blasting hole; this can explain why the tensile stress peaks at measuring points 3 and 4 are obviously greater than the compressive stress peaks in the similarity simulation test.

The density of the explosive material is 950 kg/m$^3$, and its detonation velocity is 2800 m/s. The parameter settings of the explosive used in the numerical calculations are given in Table 3.

![Figure 12](image)

The stress cloud diagram of the numerical model with the normal-fault structure is shown in Figure 13. These show that at $t = 5 \mu$s, the blasting stress wave propagates uniformly along the hole during its initial development, and the stress is less affected by the normal fault. At $t = 15 \mu$s, stress concentration occurs in the rock between the two coal seams. This corresponds to the larger stress peaks in Figures 10(a) and 10(b) and the conversion between compressive stress and tensile stress that occurred multiple times, resulting in more cracks in the normal fault near the upper wall and footwall area after blasting. At $t = 25 \mu$s, the propagation of

![Figure 13](image)
the blasting stress is relatively complicated, with an obvious stress concentration on the fault plane of the coal body in the upper wall of the normal fault. This corresponds to the complicated stress-state changes at measuring points 3 and 4 in the blasting simulation test of the normal-fault model, exacerbating the damage to both coal and rock.

4. Causes of Coal and Gas Outburst near Normal Fault Disturbed by Blasting


The dynamic force exerted by a normal fault comes from either the vertical movement of the Earth’s crust or the weight of the rock strata. The means of action of crustal movement or the weight of the rock strata is that a vertically downward maximum principal stress is generated above the rupture surface of the normal fault, resulting in shear deformation of the fault plane. It is assumed that the weight of the rock strata provides a power source for the formation of a normal fault, and the triaxial stress state of a normal fault is shown in Figure 14. According to the fault model proposed by Anderson [29], the studied rock is regarded as an isotropic body. A normal fault is controlled by three principal stresses, i.e., $\sigma_1$, $\sigma_2$, and $\sigma_3$, where $\sigma_1$ is the maximum principal stress, $\sigma_2$ is the intermediate principal stress, and $\sigma_3$ is the minimum principal stress.

When the normal-fault rupture surface is formed, $\sigma_1$ plays a major role, so the two-dimensional stress is analyzed next. It is assumed that the initial state of the rock layer is horizontal and that the dip angle of the normal fault is $\alpha$, and the stress state on the fault surface is analyzed [29]. The two-dimensional stress diagram is shown in Figure 15.

When the fault dip is consistent with rock-strata dip, the dip angle of the rock is set as $\phi$ and that of the fault plane is set as $\alpha$. The angle between the rock and the horizontal direction is set as $\theta$. There is an acute angle between the rock and the fault, with $\alpha = \theta + \phi$. For a single homogeneous rock layer, when the vertical compression pressure that causes the
fault is $\sigma_1$, there is a positive pressure $\sigma$ and a shear $\tau$ on the fault plane, where

\[
\begin{align*}
\sigma &= \sigma_1 \cos \alpha = \sigma_1 \cos (\theta + \varphi), \\
\tau &= \sigma_1 \sin \alpha = \sigma_1 \sin (\theta + \varphi).
\end{align*}
\]  

(3)

When the rock layer is inclined, $\sigma_1$ can be divided into $\sigma'$ and $\tau'$ on the rock layer, where

\[
\begin{align*}
\sigma' &= \sigma_1 \cos \theta, \\
\tau' &= \sigma_1 \sin \theta.
\end{align*}
\]  

(4)

From Equations (3) and (4), we obtain

\[
\tau' = \frac{\tau \sin \theta}{\sin (\theta + \varphi)}.
\]  

(5)

After the fault is formed, the development directions of the main fault and the secondary shear fracture surface are determined by the directions of $\tau$ and $\tau'$, respectively, and the damage width and extent are determined by the stresses $\tau$ and $\tau'$.

(1) When $\theta = 0$, we have $\alpha = \varphi$, $\tau = \sigma_1 \sin \alpha$, and $\tau' = 0$, which shows that when the rock layer is level, the shear component of $\sigma_1$ acting on the rock layer is $\tau' = 0$, and the rock layer is affected only by the vertical pressure, with no shear along the rock layer. However, on the existing fault plane, we have $\tau \neq 0$, which causes the upper wall to slide down along the section, forming a parallel-section secondary shear joint on the upper wall and developing into a parallel-section failure zone.

(2) When $\theta \neq 0$, there are shear components $\tau$ and $\tau'$ of $\sigma_1$ on both the fault plane and the rock plane. When $\sigma_1$ is constant, the values and directions of $\tau$ and $\tau'$ are determined by $\varphi$ and $\theta$. The fault dip angle $\alpha$ remains unchanged, as does $\tau$; meanwhile, $\tau'$ increases with increasing $\theta$, thereby exacerbating the tendency of the upper wall of the fault to slide along the coal seam, which can cause a wider structural coal belt to form. With increasing $\theta$, when $\theta = \alpha$, we have $\varphi = 0$ and $\tau' = \tau \sin \theta / \sin (\theta + \varphi) = \tau$, which can cause large-scale faults to form parallel to the coal seam.

(3) When $\theta$ does not change, $\tau'$ is constant and $\tau$ decreases as $\varphi$ decreases. When $\varphi = 0$, we have $\tau' = \tau \sin \theta / \sin (\theta + \varphi) = \tau$, and a large-scale coal-seam fault can form in the upper wall.

In summary, when the fault dip is consistent with the rock dip, the effective shear stresses $\tau$ and $\tau'$ are concentrated in the upper-wall rock of the fault, and an upper-wall failure zone forms. The scale of the failure zone and the extent of the damage are determined by the angle $\varphi$ between the fault plane and the rock layer: In the inclined rock, the smaller $\varphi$, the wider the upper-wall failure zone and the greater the coal destruction.

Under the failure action of shear stress at the normal-fault plane, the coal and rock around the fault plane are destroyed, and there emerge small faults parallel to the main plane and associated joints that intersect the main plane. As the structural stress continues to act on the upper wall and footwall, the coal seam close to the fault surface is pulled by stress and deforms. The fold size and the structural coal influence width expand gradually, and shear stress forms between the faults. The mechanical analysis of the structural coal formation in the two walls of a normal fault is shown in Figure 16. The presence of a normal fault provides a material basis for coal and gas outburst accidents, i.e., weak and broken structural coal. The residual structural stress also increases the risk of such accidents. This area has the material basis and power conditions for coal and gas outbursts.

4.2. The Blasting Stress Wave Propagation within Normal Fault. Because the wave impedance of coal is far less than that of rock, the stress wave is transmitted and reflected at the coal-rock interface, thereby producing the transmitted
compression wave and the reflected tension wave. Where the transmitted compression stress wave and the reflected tension stress wave pass, the coal and rock experience compression and expansion deformation, as shown in Figure 17.

Under the action of the blasting impact load, the stress waves first form microdamage and microcracks in the rock. Because of the reflection of the stress wave near the coal-rock interface, the transformation of compressive stress and tensile stress is frequent, and energy accumulates repeatedly [25]. The transmitted compressive stress wave acts on the coal body, thereby increasing the coal-seam cracks. The reflected tensile stress wave acts on the rock and causes a thorough crack in the rock near the coal body, thereby increasing the damage degree and range of the rock.

4.3. The Effects on Coal and Gas Outbursts. Cumulative damage due to blasting vibrations causes the most severe damage to the coal-rock interface in the upper wall of the normal fault. This provides a passage for gas and a weak surface for the occurrence of a dynamic gas disaster, which is conducive to the occurrence of a coal and gas outburst.

Before the coal and rock in normal fault disturbed by blasting dynamics, the free and adsorbed gases in the coal pores and fissures remain in dynamic equilibrium. However, when a tensile stress wave acts on the tectonic soft coal near the normal fault, the coal in this area expands and deforms, thereby increasing the pores and fissures. This destroys the adsorption equilibrium state within the coal body. The adsorbed gas is desorbed into free gas that diffuses into the blasting crack area, thereby providing a dynamic basis for coal and gas outbursts and increasing the risk of these events.

The mechanical conditions leading to coal and gas outbursts depend on the tensile stress, gas pressure, and shear strength of the coal near the normal fault [25]. Penetrating cracks in the coal and rock between the blasting hole and the upper wall of the normal fault reduce the friction between the bedding planes inside the coal and the interfaces with the rock. Thus, when the tensile stress and gas pressure in the coal exceed the shear strength and friction force of the coal and rock, the gas internal energy stored in the coal seam and the coal elastic potential energy are released rapidly along the weak broken surfaces between the coal and rock [30, 31], thereby resulting in an outburst.

4.4. Example of Coal and Gas Outburst. On April 4, 2018, a large coal and gas outburst accident occurred in the vertical shaft of the Didaozhenghe Coal Mine of the Heilongjiang Longmei Jixi Mining Co., Ltd. (hereinafter referred to as the Didao shaft). The accident resulted in five deaths, with 67 t of coal being thrown out and a gas emission volume of ~2300 m³. The working face of the accident was the excavation face of the main roadway of the east mining in the second mining area of the Didao shaft (hereinafter referred to as working face 03).

During the roadway excavation process, coal seams 24 and 26 were exposed. The working face of roadway excavation involves blasting excavation and semicontinuous transportation. At the time of the accident, the working face had exposed coal seam 24 and was 3.5 m past the coal gate; the working face was located between normal faults F7 and F8. The accident site had a complex geological structure: the coal seam was soft and broken under the influence of the fault structure, and there was residual tectonic stress [32].

The direct causes of the accident were that (i) the regional outburst-prevention measures did not eliminate completely the risk of a coal outburst in the area of uncovered coal, (ii) the local outburst-prevention measures were imperfect, and (iii) the control range of some of the coal-uncovering measures was insufficient. The coal and gas outburst was induced by disturbances from air-powered coal drilling. The site of the outburst accident in the Didao shaft is shown in Figure 18, where Figure 18(a) shows working face 03 after the outburst. Figure 18(b) shows the roof of working face 03 after the outburst, Figure 18(c) shows the hole on the left side of working face 03 after the outburst,
and Figure 18(d) shows the hole on the right side of working face 03 after the outburst. The coal seam in the area where the accident occurred was affected by the normal-fault structure to develop tectonic coal, thereby providing the basic material conditions for the occurrence of the coal and gas outburst.

The cumulative damage of blasting vibrations in the normal-fault structural area caused the most serious damage to the rock in the direction of the coal seam in the upper wall of the normal fault and the blast hole. The coal on the upper wall of the fault and the rock showed dense network cracks. The damage cracks provided a weak surface for the coal and gas outburst, and the developed cracks also provided a channel for gas flows. These were conducive to the occurrence of the coal and gas outburst accident. Because of the disturbance of the explosion stress wave, the expansion and deformation of the coal seam increased the transformation of adsorbed gas into free gas, the gas balance in the original coal seam was broken, and the gas pressure increased, which provided the dynamic conditions for a coal and gas outburst and increased the danger of one.

The accident occurred between normal faults F7 and F8, where the structural coal was developed. The residual structural stress and the further disturbance of the blast action reduced the strength of the coal body even more. The gas desorption promoted the increase of gas pressure in the coal seam. When pneumatic coal drilling disturbed the area affected by blasting within the normal-fault structure, the tensile stress and gas pressure in the coal seam were greater than the shear strength of the coal, and the high-pressure gas expelled the broken coal rapidly from the weak surfaces, thereby leading to the coal and gas outburst accident.

5. Conclusions

We draw the following three conclusions from this study.

The blasting simulation experiment showed that the normal-fault structure and fault plane are affected greatly by blasting, and the layer of coal and rock between the blast hole and the upper wall is influenced the most by the blasting stress. In the model with a normal fault, the maximum tensile stress in the vertical direction of the blast hole is 1.17 times that in the model with no fault. The stress curve in the vertical direction of the blast hole in the normal-fault model is obviously more complicated. Meanwhile, the stress wave produces multiple transmissions and reflections in the normal-fault structural area, which cause serious damage to the coal-rock interface.

The numerical simulation results show that the propagation of the blasting stress wave in the normal-fault structural area is complicated, resulting in an obvious stress concentration at the fault plane in the upper wall of the normal fault. This is an important reason for the high density of cracks in the direction of the blast hole and the coal seam in the upper wall of the normal fault. Because of the accumulation of blast vibrations and the presence of the normal-fault structure, the destruction of the rock and coal seam near the coal fault area is accelerated. The strength of the coal and rock in the normal-fault structural area is reduced, and this is a potentially dangerous area for coal and gas outbursts.
The Didaoshenghe Coal Mine is located in a complex structural zone with a high density of faults and residual structural stress. Its coal seam is softened and broken under the influence of a normal-fault structure, which provides a material basis for outburst incidents. Blasting operations disturb the normal-fault structural area, and the cumulative damage of blast vibrations increases the extent and scope of damage to the coal and rock. Broken coal and rock provide weak surfaces and gas flow channels for the occurrence of dynamic gas disasters. The disturbances of coal drilling operations to blasting areas with normal faults constitute an important reason for coal and gas outburst incidents.

Data Availability

The test data used to support the findings of this study are included within the article. Readers can obtain data supporting the research results from the test data table in the paper.
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